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ABSTRACT
The current generation of location-based services (LBSs)
does not provide users with personalized recommendations,
but only suggests nearby points of interest (POIs) based on
their distance from the user current location. To overcome
such a limitation, we have realized a social recommender
system able to identify user preferences and information ne-
eds, thus suggesting personalized recommendations related
to possible POIs in the surroundings. The proposed approach
allows users to leverage and assign freely chosen keywords
(tags) to resources through collaborative tagging services (fol-
ksonomies). Our LBS employs a user-based tag model that
derives correspondences between personal tag vocabularies
(personomies) and folksonomies. Experimental tests per-
formed on 15 real users enabled us to assess the benefits in
terms of performance that our approach is able to provide.
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INTRODUCTION
With the spread of mobile technology, users increasingly re-
sort to location-based services (LBSs) in order to retrieve
and share information about nearby points of interest (POIs).
To the best of our knowledge, the current generation of LBSs
does not provide users with personalized recommendations,
but only suggests POIs based on their distance from the user
current location. Therefore, they do not consider either user
preferences and information needs, or aspects related to the
context of use, for example, day of week, time, weather, user
activity and means of transport. As a result, users are often
overwhelmed with suggestions that may not be of their in-
terest, and/or valid because they are not able to benefit from
them, thereby resulting in their dissatisfaction with the over-
all service. For mobile systems this problem is exacerbated
by limitations inherent to the used devices, such as small
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screen, restricted input, and limited computing resources av-
ailable to browse the large number of received recommen-
dations. To address this problem, we propose a social rec-
ommender system able to 1. identify user preferences and
information needs, 2. take into account the current context
of use 3. exploit the wealth of social information available
on the Web (e.g, social networks, user reviews, and local
search sites). In this paper, we specifically report on the
last point. In order to strengthen the social character of the
recommender system, our approach allows users to lever-
age and assign freely chosen keywords (tags) to resources
through collaborative tagging services (folksonomies). Folk-
sonomies, which characterize the Web 2.0, represent a valu-
able source of information for content search, since they
result from the aggregation of preferences and interests of
large networks of users, and index content through tags. In
literature, the advantages of tagging over other categoriza-
tion methods (e.g., taxonomies) in terms of both flexibility
and efficiency have been put forward (see, for instance, [9]).
The assignment of tags by users occurs based on their own
preferences, current information needs, and language, which
decreases the required cognitive effort. However, users have
been shown to develop their own tag vocabularies (person-
omies) over time, which may be highly different from those
of other users. As a result, the effectiveness of customized
tag recommendation and social search can be drastically re-
duced. For this reason, our system employs a user-based
tag model that relies on tensors and tensor calculus to derive
correspondences between personal geo-localized tag vocab-
ularies (geo-personomies) and folksonomies. Such a mech-
anism facilitates the identification of the real meaning and
search intention that users might have associated to the as-
signed tags in order to take into account their preferences
and information need in Web information search. Further-
more, the user-based tag model allows a better prediction of
which tags the user may want to assign to new resources.
Experimental tests performed on 15 real users allowed us to
assess the benefits in terms of performance that our approach
is able to provide.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next sec-
tion, we illustrate the proposed personalized LBS. Then, we
describe our approach to strengthen the social character of
the recommender system, and present the results of the ex-
perimental evaluation. In the last sections, we review some
related work and draw our conclusions on what has been
done and what is still to be done.
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A PERSONALIZED LOCATION-BASED SERVICE
The proposed social recommender system aims at providing
recommendation for location-based queries. Several large
scale studies show how location-based queries are a rele-
vant part of all the queries submitted through mobile search
interfaces [1, 20, 17, 7]. Smart mobile devices and wire-
less technologies allow the fast growing number of mobile
subscribers to query traditional search tools or mapping ser-
vice applications, with a view to obtain business listings,
events or further information related to a specific location.
Besides the advantages of obtaining and processing infor-
mation during everyday activities, this kind of ubiquitous
human-computer interaction has the chance of enhancing
traditional search activities according to the location of use
or further information such as the collection of nearby peo-
ple or resources [18]. One of the most popular LBS is Google
Maps 1. According to a patent filed on 2007 [14], Google ac-
quires geo-coded information from one or more sources such
as commercial data providers, enterprise Web sites, and/or
business directories. Even though the criteria that evaluate
and weight each business that satisfies the user query have
not been published, according to some practitioners 2, the
most important factors on rankings in the Google 3, Bing 4,
and Yahoo 5 Local search algorithms are

• the overall distance from the city of search;

• the correspondence between the category chosen by the
user and the ones associated to the business;

• keyword matching between the query and the business ti-
tle, description, url, etc.;

• the availability of additional information (e.g., photos or
videos) associated to a business.

Analyzing search engine logs, in particular the subset of ge-
ographic queries that employ terms in an attempt to restrict
results to a particular location, it is possible to recognize sev-
eral different categories or topics that may benefit of context-
aware and personalization techniques [3]. Examples are the
following categories:

• tourism/travel: for example, hotel Manchester UK, rent a
car Dublin;

• business: for example, Gucci, food, nail salons, furni-
tures;

• night life and recreation: pizza in Sydney, bike rentals,
casinos;

• arts: art galleries, concerts;

that account for a relevant percentage of the whole local
search activity.
1http://maps.google.com/maps
2www.davidmihm.com/local-search-ranking-factors.shtml
3http://www.google.com/
4http://www.bing.com/
5http://www.yahoo.com/

Context encompasses more than just the user location be-
cause further elements in the current situation relevant to an
application are also mobile and changing [18]. Of course,
it is impossible to exhaustively enumerate all the aspects of
the potential situations which are relevant or not, while sev-
eral of these aspects are even not easy to measure or repre-
sent. For example, many authors point out how the presence
of other people can be used to characterize the user situa-
tion. On holiday, if many people in a group share same in-
terests, it is more likely that particular locations are viewed
with more preference than others. Obtaining this informa-
tion means that all the members of the group want to make
their location available to the same system at the same time.
Nevertheless, several factors have the chance to heavily in-
fluence the ranking of the suggestions recommended. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows, for example, how users are not allowed to
know if one business is currently open and has a private
parking lot in the event they are traveling by car. There
are a few attempts to combine the context with preferences
and models of the user (see, for instance, [10]). In the ex-
ample in Figure 1(a), the service suggests several different
alternatives close to the user position, but actually the re-
sults spread from fast-foods to very expensive restaurants
and several different cuisines, for example, Italian, Chinese,
Japanese or French. The high density of businesses makes
it difficult to pick out that restaurant amongst all the alter-
natives. As local databases and search engines get richer
of geo-coded information with the contribution of Internet
users and commercial data providers, this problem becomes
prominent. Restricted text input capabilities and small size
displays discourage search activities for the acquisition of
additional informative elements in order to filter out less in-
teresting businesses. In some cases, the user preferences are
even predominant in comparison with the current context.
For example, often users are willing to take longer journeys
and choose far restaurants if they are on holiday and want to
taste the local cuisine, or if they prefer to trust suggestions or
reviews from friends and online services. Figure 1(b) shows
how the personalized system proposed in this work weights
more some restaurants located far from the user current lo-
cation. The proposed recommender systems addresses all
these issues taking into consideration several aspects that is
possible to summarize as follow:

• increasing the leverage of location-based services with the
vast amount of information from social networking, user
review, and local search Web services;

• modeling the user preferences by increasing the recom-
mendation precision of the results;

• defining a richer representation of the context to adapt the
results to the current situation, places or, in general, ob-
jects relevant to the user current needs.

The Architecture
A way of improving the mobile users satisfaction during the
interaction with LBSs is to adapt the contents and presen-
tation of the service to each individual user and his current
context of use. In this way, the user interaction is minimized
and users have quick access to the information or service of
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. A snapshot of the Google Maps GUI during a search for restaurants on a mobile phone (1(a)), and restaurants suggested by our social
recommender system where numbers are associated to the most important results showed on the same GUI (1(b)) (2011 Google - Map data ©2011).

interest. In this work, we focus on LBSs able to interact with
users through some kind of application installed on their mo-
bile devices, that is, a software developed with one of the
Software development kit provided by the popular brands
of mobile devices such as Apple iOS, Android or the open
source Symbian OS. This is required to collect additional in-
formation for building user contexts (e.g., current location or
location history) that traditional mobile browsers are not able
to communicate to remote services. An application on the
mobile device monitors, discovers and keeps track of these
data and transmits them to the remote services along with
the submitted query. The general architecture of the pro-
posed system is shown in Figure 2. The user interacts with
the application on mobile phone that encodes the current in-
formation related to the context, such as location, time and
speed, and sends it along with the query to the LBS. The so-
cial recommender engine follows different stages. In the first
place, a local database is populated with information from
popular data sources on the Web. For example, business
listings, phone numbers and addresses are extracted from
Yellow Pages and traditional LBSs such as Google Maps,
Yelp 6, Zagat 7, etc. Data extraction algorithms are able to
associate metadata to each entry in the form of weighted key-
words from a dictionary defined during the learning phase.
The extraction basically covers the review posted in social
Web sources, such as the above-mentioned LBSs but also fo-
rums, blogs and social networking sites, for example, Face-
book 8. The data extraction is able also to automatically ex-
tract structured data on Web pages that are related to par-
6http://www.yelp.com/
7http://www.zagat.com/
8http://www.facebook.com/

ticular features of the objects. For example, Yelp shows for
each restaurant business information such as price range or
wheelchair accessibility. These kind of data is stored in the
local db preserving the related semantic sub-category. Peo-
ple sharing their reviews with others are evaluated accord-
ing to several factors in order to weight the reliability of
the retrieved review data. Through adaptation a system can
adapt its behavior instead of providing the same results in
all the situations. The recommender system monitors the
current situation and the user environment, that is, the con-
textual factors, computes adaptation decisions, and provides
the personalized suggestions to mobile devices. Personal-
ized recommendation is performed in two phases. Users
are associated to profiles, each one representing their in-
terest in one of the possible macro categories. During the
first phase, this profile is matched to the items in the local
db to rank the recommended objects according to the user
preferences. Afterwards, the current context of use is evalu-
ated to re-rank the objects that are rated more appropriately
for the situation. Depending on the current user location,
additional information is retrieved by public services, such
as weather and traffic report, for augmenting the contextual
data. Activity recognition algorithms recognize further el-
ements that are associated to the context. The final rank
presents information in such a way that it is relevant to a
user context and preferences, for example, by only retriev-
ing Chinese or Italian restaurants within 10 minutes walk of
a user location. The references of recommended objects are
presented in such a way that their relevance to a user context
is expressed as numbers associated to their pinpoints (see
Fig. 1(b)).
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Figure 2. The general architecture of the social recommender system.

ENHANCING THROUGH FOLKSONOMIES
In order to provide users with personalized recommenda-
tions, our system resorts to a user-based tag model that re-
lies on tensors and tensor calculus to derive correspondences
between user personomies and folksonomies. This mecha-
nism enables the system to recognize the real meaning and
search intention that users may have associated to the as-
signed tags in order to take into account their preferences
and information needs in Web information search. More-
over, the user-based tag model allows a better prediction of
which tags the user may want to assign to new resources (see
Fig. 3). We can define the problem through the formalism
introduced in [5]: a folksonomy can be described as a tuple:

F = (I, T, U, Y )

where I , T , U represent finite sets of items, tags, and users,
respectively; Y represents the following ternary relation:

Y ⊆ I × T × U

(i.e., the item i has been tagged with the tag t by the user u
at the time k), whose elements are named tag assignments.
Based on this structure, we have realized and evaluated two
different systems: a tag recommender and a tag-based search
engine. The tag recommendation problem can be formulated
as follows: given an item i (belonging to the folksonomy)
and a user u, provide u with a list of tags (belonging to the
folksonomy) ranked based on their relevance to both the per-
sonomy of user u, and the position of i in the folksonomy
(see the next pseudocode for details).

Algorithm 0.1: RECOMMEND TAGS(user, item)

comment: Vector of all ones with length equal to the number of users;

users vector.lenght← COUNT USERS();
users vector ← [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, ....., 1];

comment: Co-occurrence matrix as aggregation of the folksonomy tensor;

co occurrence tag item matrix←
TENSOR PRODUCT (user mode, folksonomy,
users vector);

comment: Tensor product;

transposed item normalized co occurrence tag item matrix←
TRANSPOSE(

ITEM NORMALIZE(co occurrence tag item matrix));
translation tensor ← TENSOR PRODUCT (

item mode, folksonomy,
transposed item normalized co occurrence tag item matrix);

comment: Current user translation tensor;

user translation matrix←
GET USER TRANSLATION MATRIX(

translation tensor,
user);

comment: Vector with length equal to the number of items;

item vector.lenght← COUNT ITEMS();
item vector ← [0, 0, 0, ..., 1 at GET INDEX(item), ....0];

comment: Tag distribution for the current item;

community tag distribution by item vector ←
TENSOR PRODUCT (
item mode,
transposed item normalized co occurrence tag item matrix,
item vector);

comment: Mixture ratio parameter;

alpha← [0..1];

comment: Translation matrix for folksonomy tags;

retrieved tags from translation←
NORMALIZE(TENSOR PRODUCT (

user tag mode, user translation matrix,
community tag distribution by item vector);

comment: Set union operation;

result tag vector ←
alpha · retrieved tags from translation +
(1− alpha) · community tag distribution by item vector;

return (result tag vector);
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The tag-based search problem can be formulated as follows:
given a user u and a query q in which each term can be in-
terpreted as a tag, provide u with a list of items (belonging
to the folksonomy) ranked based on their relevance to both
the personomy of user u, and the position of terms (tags) of
the query in the folksonomy (see the next pseudocode for
details).

Algorithm 0.2: TAG SEARCH(user, query)

co occurrence tag item matrix←
GET CO OCCURRENCE TAG ITEM MATRIX();

user translation matrix←
GET TRANSLATION MATRIX(user);

alpha← [0..1];

comment: Query as tag vector;

query tag vector ←
PARSE QUERY AS TAG V ECTOR(query);

comment: Weight normalization;

transposed tag normalized co occurrence tag item matrix←
TRANSPOSE(

TAG NORMALIZE(co occurrence tag item matrix));

comment: Computation of item distribution for query tags;

community items distribution by tag vector ←
TENSOR PRODUCT (
tag mode,
transposed tag normalized co occurrence tag item matrix,
query tag vector);

comment: Query translation in the user personomy;

translated query tag vector ←
TENSOR PRODUCT (user tag mode,
user translation matrix, query tag vector);

comment: Tensor product;

retrieved items from translation← NORMALIZE(
TENSOR PRODUCT (community tag mode,
transposed tag normalized co occurrence tag item matrix,
translated query tag vector));

comment: Set union operation;

results← alpha · retrieved tags from translation +
(1− alpha) · community tag distribution by item vector;

return (results);

In [23], tag-based search only relies on the user personomy,
that is, it allows only queries whose terms are employed by
the user who performs the search. But what does it hap-
pen when the user is interested in something else? In our
approach we removed this limitation by adding the contri-
bution of search only to the co-occurrence matrix tag-item.
This is because we think it is more appropriate (especially
during the cold start of the system) to consider that users
may be interested not only in what they prefer, but also in
what they are not familiar with, according to the system. As
in perfect Web 2.0 style, our approach allows users to inter-
act and collaborate with each other by assigning freely cho-
sen tags to resources. The system prompts the user to enter
any number of new tags either defined by himself or chosen

among the recommended ones. The grade of recommenda-
tion for each tag is expressed as size of the related label (see
Fig. 3).

EMPIRICAL EVALUATION
In order to assess the effectiveness of the proposed approach,
we carried out an exploratory field study. The specific goal
we pursued was to evaluate the real benefits the user can
derive by the personalization of the search when using the
system. A major problem that this kind of evaluation poses
is the unavoidable subjectivity of the test: the relevance of
a POI for a user is a factor impossible to objectively quan-
tify, thus it was necessary rely on real testers for evaluating
the performance of the system. Hence, we recruited 15 par-
ticipants among the college students of Roma Tre Univer-
sity, Italy. In the system evaluation, we chose to restrict the
domain of POIs to restaurants, in order to focus the analy-
sis on a category of business most users are familiar with.
Furthermore, this domain is rich and diversified, thus en-
abling us to evaluate the full potential of the system. The
experimental evaluation took place in two different stages.
In the first stage, it was necessary to proceed with the train-
ing of the system and the creation of a user model for each
tester. To that end, each of the 15 testers was presented with
a selection of 30 restaurants in New York, randomly cho-
sen from the data extraction engine. For each restaurant, the
user was required to consider all the received information
related to that particular POI and to give a rating from 1 (“I
do not like it at all”) to 5 ( “I like it very much”), which
reproduces the explicit feedback mode during normal sys-
tem operation. Based on these evaluations, the system built
a user model for each tester who participated in the experi-
mental trials. For each restaurant testers were shown all the
details found on Yelp, and some tags extracted by the sys-
tem through analyzing user reviews on the Web site. Any
tester was also given the link to the specific Web page of
Yelp where to look for further details about the restaurant,
such as the photo gallery as well as the full list of reviews,
which could be useful if the proposed information were not
sufficient. In the second stage, we assessed the effectiveness
of the system in proposing POIs in different cities based on
the user preferences, which had been included in the user
profile in the first stage. Testers were presented with five
sets, each consisting of ten restaurants located in five differ-
ent cities of the United States. For each set, users were asked
to rank the restaurants by composing a list according to their
preferences, with the most preferred restaurant placed in the
first position and the less appreciated in the last one. Los
Angeles, San Francisco, Chicago, Seattle, and Boston, were
selected as test cities, since all of them are large American
metropolises that provide a wide variety of restaurants like
New York, so as to provide consistent and reliable test re-
sults. Once we received the feedback from testers, the ex-
perimental evaluation kept drawing up two lists for each of
the five sets: the first in which POIs were ordered only ac-
cording to the original ranking given by Yelp, the second re-
turned by the system based on user profiles defined for each
tester in the first phase of the evaluation. Then, we evaluated
how much the feedback proposed by testers was similar to
the two aforementioned lists in order to find out if the per-
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Figure 3. The system allows the user to enter any number of new tags defined by himself or chosen among the recommended ones. The grade of
recommendation for each tag is expressed as size of the related label.

sonalization of recommendation through the introduction of
user profiles in ranking POIs deliver real benefits. To this
aim, we computed the distance d(u, y) between the list pro-
vided by each tester and the one returned by Yelp, and then
the distance d(u, s) between the list provided by each tester
and the one ranked by the system based on the user model.
To compute the distance between two ordered lists of pref-
erences we resorted to the Kendall τ coefficient. If P is the
number of preferences that agree and Q is the number that
disagree, the Kendall’s τ is defined as [2]:

τ =
P −Q
P +Q

This coefficient varies between 1 (when all preferences agree)
and -1 (when they all disagree). Such coefficient is ideally
suited to measure which list is closer to that one expected
by the user. Preliminary findings are encouraging: based on
user profiles, the proposed system provided a personalized
list of POIs so as to result in a decrease of the distance from
the list expected by the user. The average improvement was
found to be 10%. For each city, the graph reported in Fig-
ure 4 shows the average distances between the lists returned
by Yelp and the ones expected by users, and the average dis-
tances between the lists returned by the system (we called
Polar) and the ones expected by users.

RELATED WORK
In this paper we report on a SRS able to identify user prefer-
ences and information needs in order to provide useful rec-
ommendations concerning possible POIs in the surroundings
of the user current location. As far we know, there is no
contribution in literature that proposes similar approaches.
However, some systems exhibit a few similarities with the

one herein described. In [11] the authors point out that much
research has been conducted on the personalization of Web
and desktop search, but less work has been devoted to the
local search. According to the authors, a single user pro-
file is not effective in local search, so they propose a model
to customize the results from local search engines. This
model relies on a combination of profile-based modeling
and click-through data modeling. The approach described
in [11] shares some aspects with our system, but is not able
to exploit the wealth of information from social networking
and user reviews. In other words, it does not incorporate
Web 2.0 participative features, unlike our approach. In [12]
the implementation of a LBS on a normal mobile phone with
minimal requirements is described, which enables users to
exploit public sources from the Internet that can be asso-
ciated with geographic locations. Although there are some
similarities with our approach, the differences are substan-
tial. As in [11], this approach does not take advantage of the
information from users willing to collaborate and to share
their opinions and experiences online. Furthermore, the sys-
tem is not able to adapt its output to the user. Another system
that shares some similarities with our approach is presented
in [13]. The authors propose a map-based recommendation
system able to take user preferences into account through
a model based on Bayesian networks. The system collects
user request and information about the context of use (e.g.,
location, time or weather) from the mobile device. Then, it
leverages the user profile to display the most relevant POIs
on the map. The major difference with our system is that it
does not extract information from Web sources, nor social
networking. Specifically, the system in [13] selects the most
relevant POI for the user from among a limited number of
POIs. In the system presented herein, we used the algorithm
of tag recommendation proposed in [23]. Although tag rec-
ommendation is a rather recent topic, in literature there are
several contributions. As for non-personalized tag recom-
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Figure 4. The average distances between the lists returned by the system and the lists expected by users are lower than those between the lists provided
by Yelp and the users’ ones.

menders, which for a given item suggest the same tags to
all users, some interesting works are described in [4, 19].
However, in [16] the authors point out that personalization
is important because users tend to select different tags for
the same suggestions. In addition, in [15] it has been em-
pirically demonstrated that the main state-of-the-art person-
alized tag recommenders allow us to achieve better perfor-
mance than any non-personalized tag recommender. Among
the most relevant personalized tag recommenders we men-
tion FolkRank, an adaptation of PageRank, which was intro-
duced in [5]. In [6] one of the early graph-based tag recom-
mender in folksonomies is proposed. The authors claim that
the FolkRank method slightly outperforms co-occurrence-
based tag recommenders. Recently, some factorization mod-
els based on Tucker Decomposition (TD) have been em-
ployed in tag recommendation. In [21] Higher Order Sin-
gular Value Decomposition is used, which is a TD model
optimized for square loss. Even better performance are re-
ported in [15] when resorting to methods of ranking-oriented
tensor factorization. The approach outlined in [8] is more
similar to the one proposed in [23]. This system adopts a
lexicon-based approach in order to weight the tags of user
personomies in comparison with community tags. As re-
gards hybrid recommender systems, which usually integrate
content-based recommendation with collaborative filtering,
one noteworthy approach is presented in [22]. The authors
put forward a hybrid system that combines tag-based mod-
els and collaborative filtering, thus providing better perfor-
mance than standard collaborative filtering approaches.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have illustrated a social recommender sys-
tem that takes advantage of the correspondences between
user personomies and folksonomies to recognize their pref-
erences and search intentions. Experimental evaluations car-
ried out on 15 real users allowed us to assess the benefits of
the proposed approach. We are currently investigating a few
areas of future work related to the LBS prototype. The cur-
rent version of the system represents interests according with
the keywords chosen by users for tagging a given resource.
Hence, the relevance of a keyword in tag recommendation
and tag-based search is proportional to its occurrence in the
user vocabulary. Even though this is a popular approach for
user profiling in recommender systems, there are scenarios
where this additive feedback might negatively affect the ac-
curacy of the results. Some kinds of events have a delimited
validity or relevance: for example, a visual artist exhibition
or fashion catwalks, or the user interest could drop after a
certain period of time. In the first scenario, users will likely
tag more than one resource related to a particular event and
this occurs in a relatively short period of time. The system
starts suggesting resources related to the given event; nev-
ertheless, it is not able to alter the profile of interests after
the end of the event. The recommended resources have the
chance to include false positives, namely, items that are not
interesting for users. Analogously, in the second scenario
the system does not adapt the user profile according to the
change of interests, thus equally weighting interests distant
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in time from each other. This phenomenon is often named
interests flattening. One possible solution for this problem
involves the tensor model previously discussed. In particu-
lar, extending the definition of folksonomy with the inclu-
sion of the time factor, we have:

F = (I, T, U,K, Y )

where I , T , U , K represent finite sets of items, tags, users,
and timestamps, respectively; Y represents the following
quaternary relation:

Y ⊆ I × T × U ×K
(i.e., the item i has been tagged with the tag t by the user u
at the time k), whose elements are named tag assignments.
In other terms, the representation of the tensor model is en-
hanced with the additional time dimension. Tensor calculus
allows the system to distinguish tags that are subjected to a
short period of validity from tags that concern long-term in-
terests during the tasks of tag recommendation and tag-based
search.
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